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School of Social Work
Planning practice is changing. Previous years of economic
growth contributed to an increase in federal, state, and local
planning agencies, in addition to regional and special purpose
bodies with territorial or functional responsibilities. In times
of growth, planning was viewed by many as a type of urban en-
gineering and applied social science characterized by objective
fact-finding and the so-called rational model. Leading texts em-
phasized technical research methods and "hard data" analysis,
while government guidelines described scientific application of
facts (Krueckeberg and Silvers, 1974; Spiegel and Hyman, 1978).
Planners were akin to technical experts who analyzed data for
other people who then considered alternatives and made decisions.
Implementation was largely a matter of choice among technical al-
ternatives. The plan, as a statement of reasoned deliberation and
general public interest, was considered capable of generating sup-
port throughout the community. If some planners criticized con-
tradictions between the rational model and actual practice, or
used planning as a vehicle for power redistribution and social
change, they were by no means typical in the field (Beyle and
Lathrop, 1970; Burchell and Sernlieb, 1978; Boyer, 1983; Davidoff,
1965).
Today, planning operates in a changing context. Economic
recession has replaced growth and reduced development. This has
exacerbated conditions in central cities and metropolitan areas,
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some of which are slowing, even declining in population, employ-
ment, and other measures of urban activity. Private groups blame
government for economic problems and planning agencies for a range
of ills. They mobilize substantial resources, mount campaigns to
shape public attitudes, and elect representatives who reduce the
size of government and agencies. Planners no longer expect to
generate widespread support, but instead may struggle for survival
in the face of power (Checkoway, 1983; Clavel, et al., 1980; For-
ester, 1982).
It is, therefore, no surprise that planning agencies may not,
in fact, implement their plans. Analysts have documented the
shortcomings of implementation in diverse arenas for years (Alter-
man, 1983; Bardach, 1977; Lynn, 1980; Mazmanian and Nienaber,
1979; Thompson, 1981). The surprise for many planners is that the
problem is not implementation alone but also their very future in
the community. Austerity policies and adversarial power challenge
planners to recognize sociopolitical change and develop the
capacity to deal with the years ahead.
This paper analyzes methods of building citizen support for
planning at the community level. It draws on research and prac-
tice in several fields and includes cases of planners and agencies
that apply innovative or exemplary methods. It does not suggest
that suggest that these planners are typical in the field, or that
these methods alone are sufficient to alter the context of prac-
tice. It does suggest that planning operates in a changing con-
text, and that planners who want to influence implementation --
and, perhaps, agency survival - must go beyond rational models to
build support for planning at the community level.
Methods of Building Citizen Support
Building citizen support involves methods to plan programs,
services, and resources with influence and implementation in mind.
It assumes that planning operates in a context of politics, that
planning decisions are usually in the hands of other people, and
that planners wishing to influence decisions must apply methods
appropriate to this context. Practitioners apply methods in
public or private settings; at national, state, and local levels;
and in housing, health, human services and other fields. There is
no single notion that characterizes all forms of practice.
There is nothing new about agency attempts to build support,
but previous efforts often contradicted stated aims or produced
uneven results. For example, agencies for years have composed
governing bodies, boards and committees to provide representation,
involve citizen interests, and build support for plans, but these
bodies have not always broadly represented the area population or
involved individuals accountable to diverse constituencies in the
community (Checkoway, 1981; Mannor and Morone, 1980).
Other agencies have adopted subarea planning aimed to decen-
tralize decisions and programs to territorial subunits and local
participants, but subarea planning has often served administrative
ends and deconcentrated functions within real decentralization to
local residents (Checkoway, 1984; Kasperson and Brietbait, 1974).
Other agencies have employed programs and methods to improve com-
munications, involve individuals, and activate participation in
planning, but most agencies have not adopted singular driving ob-
jectives for participation. They have instead favored safe meth-
ods like public hearings that satisfy minimal federal requirements
and provide public relations without transferring power to or in-
creasing the support of citizens (Arnstein, 1969; Checkoway,
1982). Exceptional agencies have represented interests and acti-
vated citizens with fervor, but most have not mobilized forces or
built significant support (Checkoway, 1981).
What methods could help build citizen support for planning at
the community level? The following are not the only methods, but
are among the most important.
Formulate Strategy
Strategy is the science and art of mobilizing resources toward
goals. It includes steps to set goals and priorities, identify
issues and constituencies, develop structure and organization,
take actions and evaluate results. It involves choice and
sequence, staging and timing, and several styles and roles.
Strategy shows a commitment to think ahead, anticipate alterna-
tives, and achieve results (Booth, 1977; Bryson and Delbecq, 1979;
Steiner, 1979).
Corporate leaders formulate strategy to help assure success,
but planning officials tend not to think or act strategically
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(Baum, 1983; Peters and Waterman, 1982). However, Bleiker (1978)
instructs planners how to design programs and apply techniques
that develop support for plans that are controversial, unpopular,
and difficult to implement. Staples (1984) describes strategic
analysis to help build winning organizations. Bryson, Freeman,
and Roering (1984) describe cases of strategic planning in public
agencies, including a health service which identifies issues, an-
alyzes alternatives, identifies internal and external environmen-
tal factors, forms task forces around issues and selects alterna-
tives for implementation. These cases are exceptional but provide
lessons nonetheless.
Identify Issues
Issues express specific social concerns and affect people in
deeply felt ways. They appeal to particular constituencies with
concrete proposals, provide tactical handles and multiple phases,
and help build support for organizations. Which is the most
salient issue? Who are the constituencies? What tactics and ac-
tions will work? Where will it lead? Booth (1977) instructs
planners to "cut" issues in ways which relate to constituencies,
although many planners produce comprehensive plans with vague
goals for some general public. Such plans may serve functions but
diffuse constituencies and exacerbate implementation. Such goals
may be good but too vague to stire imaginations and more con-
stituents to action.
How can planners cut issues which build citizen support? Lan-
court (1979) challenges planners to consider salience and self
interest in identifying issues for implementation. She assumes
that people will act in the name of public responsibility and
civic duty when it is in their self interest to do so. Roche
(1981) describes planners who took goals from agency plans, listed
groups with identifiable stakes and political strength, defined
issues in terms of target groups, and used media to make issues
come alive to these groups. For example, they built support to
labor leaders by seeking their input and demonstrating how pro-
posed plans would maintain wages and fringes and minimize disrup-
tion to employees. They did not justify esoteric formulas or sell
rationality, but appealed to self interest and, as a result,
leaders voted overwhelmingly to support the plan.
This does not suggest that issues alone will generate support.
On the contrary, Krumholz (1975, 1982) describes planners who
framed comprehensive plans in terms of specific issues and con-
stituencies, but had uneven results because they lacked resources
to activate participation or overcome opposition in the community.
Issues are important but insufficient to build support without
other methods.
Develop Constituencies
Building an organization involves caring about those who are
affected. Whose issue is it? What do they see as their stake?
Are they organizable? Constituencies are those who are affected
by issues and may show support. Planners who represent some dif-
fuse public interest rather than target supportive constituencies
may do so at risk to themselves.
Constituencies are not random relationships but result from
efforts to identify and develop them (Barkdoll, 1983; Beneviste,
1977; Lipschultz, 1960; Staples, 1984). In one innovative agency,
for example, planners identify major constituency groups, invite
them to select representatives to the governing body, and assist
representatives in building support in the conimunity. In another,
they create an independent organization with business, labor, pro-
fessional, civic and consumer group members who build support
beyond the governing body (Checkoway, 1981). In yet another, they
analyze agency goals in terms of individual and group opposition,
and then develop relationships and provide services to selected
ones in expectation of loyalty and support in return (Roche,
1981).
Educate the Public
Citizens cannot be expected to support planning without under-
standing their problems and stake in the process and agency ad-
dressing them. The challenge is not public relations but popular
education and community development. It is an older conception of
planning in which planners help people to learn about themselves
and their communities as well as to understand the problems they
face, and facilitate a process to involve people in the decisions
which affect their lives (Freire, 1968; Goulet, 1971).
Planners recognize the importance of public education, but
tend to emphasize public information programs including "safe"
methods like annual reports, newsletters, and public hearings to
inform the general public rather than target specific constituen-
cies (Checkoway, 1981, 1982; Texas Municipal League, 1975; Win-
holz, 1968). Others lack educational objectives or rely upon
obscure media like legal notices in newspapers, although studies
show that these are among the least effective ways to communicate
with the public (Rosener, 1975; Sinclair, 1977). Yet others use
technical language which exacerbates difficulty in understanding
and gives the impression that only professionals can present an
adequate response (Friedman, 1973). No wonder some people may
lack awareness or understanding of planning agencies, ignore calls
for participation, or withdraw their support (Checkoway, 1979).
Several practitioners provide suggestions regarding strategy
and skills of popular education (Joslyn-Scherer, 1980; Gordon,
1978). Who are the people to be reached? What issues will edu-
cate and develop constituencies? What media are appropriate and
what language will communicate? There is a history of popular
education in earlier agencies -- including exhibits and displays
in department stores and shopping centers, and popularizations of
technical documents for mass distribution (Glenn, et al., 1947;
Scott, 1969). One innovative agency provides extensive public
notices of hearings, public service announcements, radio and tele-
vision appearances, direct mass mailings, leaflet distribution,
public presentations, and personal outreach by staff and board
members, in addition to publishing a monthly multicultural, multi-
language newspaper targeted to specific constituencies. The news-
paper has become the leading vehicle for planning information in
the area. Another agency sponsors a speakers' bureau that facili-
tates board and staff member presentations to local groups, helps
agency representatives exchange ideas and receive feedback, and
facilitates board member education and leadership training. An-
other agency conducts training programs, publishes educational
guides to develop leaders and activate citizens, and reaches the
public through weekly columns in newspapers, public service an-
nouncements, and regular appearances on television and radio
(Checkoway, 1981). These agencies view education as central to
their mission, to involve individuals and groups, and bring plan-
ning closer to the community.
Find and Make Leaders
Citizen leaders show commitment to goals, develop a following,
and stand up for planning in the community. They also attend
board meetings and chair committees, but these are vehicles for
leadership rather than leadership itself. Many planners retreat
from the process by which leaders are selected or developed. In-
stead, they consider leadership in the narrow context of meetings,
or believe that some given process satisfactorily produces leaders
to represent the population and account to constituencies, or cre-
ates "appropriate" leadership by promoting people who hold posi-
tions in established institutions. However, leadership appropria-
tion also may promote people who are unrepresentative, unaccount-
able, or uncommitted to plans, or who simply lack time to act like
leaders.
There is no a priori justification for overrepresentation of
business and other private interests in planning agencies. Their
traditional overrepresentation is purely political and difficult
to defend by leadership or implementation criteria. It would be
ironic if agencies appropriated leaders with relatively little
commitment to planning, although this happens in some communities.
How can planners find and make leaders? Bradley (1981)
describes an innovative agency that seeks to identify potential
leaders, recognize their talent, and develop their skills. He
assumes that any citizen can function well when given proper sup-
port, that planners have responsibility to foster development, and
that if citizens are not acting like leaders, planners may not be
doing their job properly. Kimmey (1981) describes centers au-
thorized to assist and consult with participants through orienta-
tion, reference, and other programs. These include training to
overcome disparities in knowledge, present technical information
and participation techniques, and develop leadership capacity and
political skills. Others provide curricula to teach board members
about the political economy of planning ideologies of the prin-
cipal actors, distribution of benefits and problems of special
clients and subpopulation groups, alternative delivery systems and
elements of planned social change. Lessons focus on skills with
citizens and enlist their participation, set goals and formulate
strategies, develop self confidence and think independently
(Checkoway, 198 1; Strauss, et al., 1976). There is no science of
leadership development in planning, but if planners themselves do
not take this responsibility, then who will?
Establish Relations with Influentials
These key actors are able to exercise power and influence
decisions that affect the agency. They are not random relation-
ships but result from a plan for establishing or maintaining them.
Who are the influentials? What are their political resources?
What is their place in various institutions? What are the pos-
sible paths of influence?
How can planners identify, maintain and develop relations with
influentials? Tait, Bokemeir and Bohlen (n.d.) describe position-
al, reputational, decision making and other methods to identify
those who may gain from agency activity and marshall their sup-
port. They also identify possible opponents, analyze their inter-
ests, and anticipate was to channel their involvement construc-
tively. Roche (1981) analyzes ways to cultivate relationships
through issue-based appeals to self-interests, or special efforts
to involve influentials in decisions, or priority responses to
requests for information and assistance in return for support. He
describes planners who discuss issues with influentials to explain
their stake, respond quickly to requests from public officials,
labor unions, chambers of commerce, media, and community groups
with large constituencies, and participate in political elections
for officials who return favors by defending planning. There is
no lack of published advice on personal or political approaches to
win friends and influence others (Carnegie, 1936; Riordan, 1963;
Twain, n.d.).
Build Coalitions
Coalitions are working relationships to collaborate together
and influence outcomes. They serve to mobilize individuals or
groups around a common program and generate power to fulfill the
program which is developed. They also help individuals share
resources, help one another, and build mutual support. They may
be short-term, shifting, or relatively permanent. Some are little
more than occasional meetings, while others operate with staff of
their own. They are important for individuals seeks to build sup-
port beyond the reach of what each could accomplish alone (Dluhy,
1981; Pearce, 1983; Kahn, 1980; Schakowsky, n.d.).
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Coalition-building methods vary from one case to another. For
example, an agency covering a large rural area applies "coali-
tional planning" to build support among community leaders and
public officials who can affect planning. Agency staff analyze
power structures to identify influentials and then include them on
the governing board, subarea councils, and committees. Another
agency creates subarea councils with committees, subcommittees,
and task forces to develop plans, review projects, and advocate
change at the local level. Each council has staff who coordinate
relations with constituent organizations. Another agency assists
and funds groups forming community councils within subareas.
These councils help identify local problems, lobby legislators,
and support implementation (Checkoway, 1981; Roche, 1981). A
third agency targeted under-served groups and traditional non-
participants, conducted community outreach and medial campaigns,
held training sessions on problems and prospects, and formed a
coalition which continues to have an impact on the agency and com-
munity today (Glenn, Lipschultz, and Sherry, 1981).
Activate People in Planning
The benefits of citizen participation in planning are well
known. For agencies, participation can fulfill legislative man-
dates, improve communications, provide information, and build sup-
port. It also can open up the political process, involve low in-
come and minority citizens, and develop community organizations.
For citizens, participation can offer opportunities to gain rep-
resentation, exercise legal and political rights, and influence
policy decisions. Done with knowledge and skill, participation
can enhance participatory democracy, improve planning, and build
support on which to ground change.
Recent years have witnessed an increase in citizen participa-
tion programs and methods employed by agencies, although the over-
all record has been uneven. Many agencies have expanded the scope
of participation, and exceptional ones have sought participation
with fervor. But few agencies have adopted singular, driving ob-
jectives for participation, favored methods that transfer power to
citizens, or used participation to mobilize constituency support.
Most planners view themselves as committed to participation, but
work in the face of obstacles and problems of practice that
remain.
Knowledge of participation practice also has increased over
time. Agency catalogues count more than forty current or emergent
methods, analyze selected methods according to function, and ra-
tionalize the design, implementaton, and evaluation of practice
(Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1979; Com-
munity Services Administration, 1978; U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation, 1976). Analysts have studied participation objectives and
methods in use, identified major participants and obstacles, and
evaluated impacts and factors influencing the field (Burke, 1979;
Gil and Lucchesi, 1979; Glass, 1979; Rosenbaum, 1983; Rosener,
1979).
Practitioners have provided perspectives and lessons from
practical experience. For example, Creighton (1981) describes
steps from empirically based practice to identify participation
objectives and publics, formulate alternatives, assess internal
and external resources, and match methods to purpose at each stage
of planning. This is not to suggest that methods alone can acti-
vate citizens and build support. On the contrary, studies suggest
that formal methods show little or no association with the quality
or impact of participation, while other factors -- including board
and staff commitment and leadership -- do correlate with quality
participation (Checkoway and O'Rourke, 1983). But they provide
lessons for practice nonetheless.
What are the Obstacles?
There are serious obstacles to building support for planning
at the community level and there has been extensive writing on
this subject. It is important, however, to recognize obstacles
while also embracing the desirability and possibility of change.
It is difficult to build support for planning when agencies
lack legitimacy in the community. Private economic interests
often act like they should control local planning decisions and
resist efforts to get them to share their power with others.
Citizens may accept the notion of private control over planning
systems and show little support for public intervention. Only a
fraction of the general public perceives planning as an activity
in which they could participate or knows of the existence or func-
tions of planning agencies (Foley, 1955; Lipsky and Louds, 1976;
Riska and Taylor, 1978). Citizens often receive information
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through networks dominated by private interests and hesitate to
"intrude" in areas involving private power. The lack of public
knowledge and support tends to lower the expectations for planning
and reduce the incentives for public initiatives. This is not to
suggest that public attitudes toward p!anning agencies necessarily
arise from some independent group consciousness or are to be taken
for granted. On the contrary, it would be as mistaken to take
public attitudes as given as it would be to ignore organized pri-
vate efforts to shape public attitudes or to reject the possibili-
ty that new initiatives could respond and alter the situation.
Intervention could make a difference, as private interests have
shown for years.
It is also difficult to build support when planners lack
knowledge, skills, or attitudes conducive to practice. Studies
find only a minority of planners who regard their work as properly
or inevitably political, a majority of straightforward technicians
who believe they are or should be concerned with objective fact-
finding and rational analysis of information, and a substantial
group who are ambivalent about acting political and who tend to
emphasize technical skills as a result of this ambivalence (Baum,
1983). Other studies Other studies find planners who stress
values of efficiency, economy, and control which often are the
antithesis of citizen participation (Aleshire, 1972; Friedman,
1973). They perceive ordinary citizens as lacking knowledge and
professional expertise; expect their participation to cause delays
in action, expand the number of conflicts, and increase the costs
of operatons; and regard their inquiries as a waste of time and
distraction from "work" (U.S. House Subcommittee on Health and the
Environment, 1978). There are exceptional planners who activate
citizens and build support with fervor, but they do not appear
typical.
This image has implications for planning research and educa-
tion. First, most planners do not perceive themselves as politi-
cal, a situation which could be defined as a problem for research
and education to address. Second, a minority of planners are
political and their work could provide lessons for others. Third,
a substantial group of planners are ambivalent and possible con-
stituents or allies for changing practice. There is no a priori
reason why planners could not develop the capacity and skills to
build support for their work in the community. Research and
education could find excellent opportunities here.
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Some analysts argue that research and education do not prepare
people for effective practice. Hemmens, Bergman, and Moroney
(1978) survey planning graduates who report that their jobs re-
quire analytic, communication, and process skills different from
the training received in the schools. Schon, Cremer, Osterman,
and Perry (1976) survey other planning graduates who report that
key skills in writing, negotiating, influencing, and consulting
with clients were not usually available in planning curricula. De
Neufville (1983) contends that planning schools agree on no common
literature, raise questions which have no answers or produce stale
debate, and provide poor instruction to make planning work. She
argues that planning theory is inconsistent with experience, ir-
relevant to application, and frustrates scholars and
practitioners.
But it would be as mistaken to blame scholars and educators
for not bridging the gap between knowledge and action as it would
be to excuse practitioners from their responsibility to apply
knowledge that is already available. The issue is not the con-
tinuing need to improve knowledge and education, but whether prac-
titioners are willing or able to apply what is already available.
Some planners have sought to build support, and implement plans in
the face of power, but others, perhaps most, have opted to sit
tight and wait for earlier times to return rather than to play a
more active role. Dyckman (1983) argues that although planners
once may have been concerned with broad social policy, political
action, and community leadership, they subsequently became en-
trenched in government bureaucracies applying instrumental
rationality and mechanical skills to projects shaped by au-
thoritarian regimes and powerful private interests. Marcuse
(1983) decries the to retreat of some planners from progressive
ideals to instrumental or technocratic practice, from long range
planning to short range expediency, from the broader public to
narrow private interests, and from ordinary citizens to es-
tablished powerholders. Schon (1983) observes that despite tech-
nical innovations in planning -- most planners have not adopted
behavior conducive to agency survival.
In the final analysis, planning agencies face the power of
private economic interests, which mobilize resources and ongoing
organizations, mount campaigns to shape public attitudes, and work
to influence, control, or defeat planning. For example, Pines
(1982) describes heads of companies developing media campaigns and
advertising drives against government agency initiatives; conduct-
ing economic education and antiregulatory programs in the work-
place and classroom; formulating strategy and building coalitions
to pack public hearings with witnesses, write speeches for allies,
lobby legislators and administrators, and influence decisions.
Citizen participation has increased in scope and quality around
planning, but private economic interests are often the most ac-
tive, organized, and influential participants. They challenge
planners to respond and alter the situation, but even exceptional
efforts still would operate in an imbalanced political arena.
Conclusion
Planning operates in a changing context in which austerity
policies and adversarial power challenge them to recognize
sociopolitical change and develop capacity for the years ahead.
Planners who want to influence implementation -- and perhaps agen-
cy survival -- must go beyond rational models to apply
sociopolitical methods to build support for planning at the com-
munity level. These include methods to formulate strategy, iden-
tify issues, develop constituencies, educate the public, and acti-
vate citizens in planning. There are obstacles to practice, but
exceptional agencies show possibilities and provide lessons for
others.
Building citizen support can help influence implementation at
the community level. This does not suggest that the answer to
implementation is in these methods alone, for planning operates in
an arena which requires more powerful methods than those described
here. Nor does it deny that this approach might engender con-
troversy and arouse reaction by groups that may emerge more power-
ful than before. Nor does it neglect that planning agencies offer
only one vehicle to activate citizens and create needed change in
the community. There are other means, one or a combination of
which may be better ways to bring needed change. In the final
analysis, building citizen support for planning at the community
level might not make much difference. But then again it might.
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